Company Overview

Lecorpio
Intellectual Property Management
Enabling companies to unleash the power of innovation
“Deploying Lecorpio
has provided us with
greater visibility across
our IP and the ability to
quickly determine our
patent strength in key
technology areas”
Peggy Chern
Corporate Counsel,
Keyssa

Trusted by the world’s most innovative companies, Lecorpio Intellectual Property Management
provides a secure, web-based portal for centrally managing the entire IP lifecycle - from the
submission of disclosures and trademark search requests all the way through to the payment
of annuities and renewals, and ongoing opposition filings, enforcement actions, arbitration,
litigation, contracts, license agreements and more. And with robust reporting and analytics,
IP departments are able to make data-driven decisions about what, where and when to file
with a thorough understanding of the financial implications of those decisions, the potential
risks, and opportunities for maximizing value.

With Lecorpio Intellectual Property Management, companies can:
●● Simplify processes with automated workflows. Streamline frequent administrative

processes with easy-to-use, rapid and automated workflows for domestic and
international filings, docketing, prosecution and maintenance.
●● Measure productivity. Gain real-time analytical insight into the productivity and

performance of law firms to improve decision-making.
●● Improve budget planning and forecasting. Manage budgets and monitor any

unapproved extensions on filings, gaps between estimates and actuals.
●● Manage institutional knowledge. Access current, accurate data from a single, secure

location, and share knowledge on intellectual assets internally, with law firms and
across the extended enterprise.
●● Manage risks and rewards. Perform graphical analysis on to understand gaps in

innovation and geographical coverage, and uncover opportunities for licensing
and sales.
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Available as stand-alone modules or as a fully-integrated suite, Lecorpio Intellectual
Property Management includes:
“Rather than telling us
the way things had to
be implemented,
Lecorpio’s team
listened to what we
needed and made
suggestions about our
different options.”
Joseph Kolodka
Lead Counsel,
NEC Labs

Lecorpio Invention Disclosure Management
Speed innovation and simplify processes with this easy-to-use, web-based portal
utilized by inventors to collaborate during idea development and to submit new
invention disclosures. Configurable workflows facilitate patent committee approval
processes and decisions are tracked for future reference.

Lecorpio Patent Management
Centrally manage all patent case history, including categorization and classification
of filings, and all correspondence and associated documentation. Lecorpio
Patent Management supports country-specific prosecution workflows docketing
management and USPTO integration. And with robust reporting and analytics,
quickly access information needed to make informed decisions.

Lecorpio Trademark Management
Provides discipline and structure to the trademark lifecycle by providing, a
centralized repository for all trademark information and activity, all supported
by highly-configurable workflows.

Lecorpio Annuity and Renewal Management
Leverage powerful reporting and analytics to make informed pruning decisions
so that patent and family value, trademark value, history, and renewal fees can
be considered before each patent or trademark is renewed or let go.

Lecorpio General Matter Management
Track all matter types including opposition filings, enforcement actions, arbitration,
litigation, contracts, license agreements and more. With a flexible, easy-to-use
interface and robust reporting, easily create and manage new matters while
benefitting from both standard and custom reporting capabilities.

Lecorpio Spend Management
Manage all IP-related financial data including invoices, budgets and forecasts
associated with all outside vendors from a single system.

About Lecorpio
Founded in 2005, Lecorpio is headquartered in Fremont, CA. The company currently counts 5
of the top 20 US patent filers as clients, and 8 of the top 10 IP law firms as users. With a focus
on providing the highest levels of security, service and support, Lecorpio was named Market
Leader by Hyperion Research.
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